Provenience: Philippine Islands: Jolo, Jolo Island, Sulu Arch., or Mindanao I.

People or Culture: Moro?

Object: Whip

Material: Reed, cotton thread.

Description: The handle is a dark reddish-brown reed at top of which is a wrist loop of braided cotton cloth and threads and a cap of twisted cotton threads in red, yellow, and green. At the joining of shaft and lash is also a section of twisted cotton threads in red, yellow, and green with a faded yellow fringe. The lash is made of braided reed strips and has a popper of red thread coming out of a red twisted thread cap.

Dimensions:
(in cm.) Length: 94.5; Circum.: 4.7.

Collection: Presented by Mr. Hyman A. Pierce 1/10/66. Collector: Mr. Guy Van Schaick.